
Cattail Bracelets & Bulrush Crosses

Hi Everyone,
Last time I showed you

how Swan Lake

naturalist Erica

used a Cattail leaf to

make a good luck duck.

This time I want to show

you how to use cattails

to make a pretty cool

bracelet.

The technique used is the same method

that traditional cultures have used for

thousands of years to make string, cord, and

rope. 

First you start by splitting the Cattail leaf at

the base.

Then you split off long pieces about 5mm

wide.

Swan Lake Nature Narratives

With Lenny

While you can make string

with Cattails it is not very

strong. Local indigenous

cultures made very strong

rope from Western Red Cedar

or Stinging Nettle fibres.
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The indigenous educator that

taught me how to do this

would twist the strips of

material by turning his  hands

in opposite directions until

the twisted string started to

double over and make a loop.

He would hold it in his mouth

to control the tightness of the

overlaying fibres on the 

 second layer of twisting.

It is not as easy at it sounds

and it looks pretty silly!

So Erica and I decided to

work together to make our

Cattail string bracelets. She

took one end and started to

twist while I held the other

end and twisted it in the

opposite direction.

After the whole length has

been twisted tight along its

length it wants to double

over in the middle to form

another layer of twisting so it

will form a loop as you bring

the ends closer together.

Erica grabbed the loop formed

in the middle and I took the

Cattail strand ends and kept

twisting them in opposite

directions.

As I built up tension by twisting

Erica gently allowed the centre

loop to flip over a bit at a time

forming the second layer of

twist in the fibrous Cattail

material.

In very little time

you have made a

twisted string or

cord material.
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Next you measure how long

you need it for a bracelet

around your wrist and tie a

knot in the end.

Now you open up the loop at

one end and pass the knot

you made at the other end of

the cord through the loop.

And there you have a beautiful

Cattail bracelet.

I think Erica’s was much better done

than mine! I would then challenge

the children in my classes to see how

long this fairly frail Cattail cord would

last. Many would still be wearing it a

week later and explain how you

could even have a shower with it on!

I’m sure many parents appreciated

this demonstration of the strength

and durability of this early and

successful indigenous technology.

Another great plant that grows

right beside the Cattails at Swan

Lake are the Bulrushes.
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Rushes were commonly used to make matts for sitting on

or laid on floors for warmth and cleanliness. Another use

of rushes in ancient Ireland was to make a Cross of St.

Brigid. I made this one from the Swan Lake Bulrushes by

folding stalks in half, then passing them over each other to

make this pattern, and then tying the ends. In pre-

Christian days it was said to bring luck to a house and

protect it from fire. In Christian times it was said St. Brigid

would weave crosses to help teach others about

Christianity.

This squirrel sitting in the tree certainly seemed happy

that we had so much fun making things from Bulrushes

and Cattails that could bring us happy times and good

luck.

Take care, Lenny

Cattail Bracelets & Bulrush Crosses

They are both

impressive plants

growing well over two

metres high, but

sometimes people get

the plants mixed up.

The Cattails are often

called Bulrushes by

mistake. You can

identify Cattails by the

large, velvety, hotdog-

shaped, seed pod.

While the Bulrushes

have a little seed cluster

or floret at the top.

To make it even more confusing they are also intermingled with an

invasive species that looks similar called Reed Canary Grass. 

A good way to keep them straight is to remember the rhyme taught to

me by a brilliant naturalist, Sedges have edges, Rushes are round, and

Grasses have nodules all the way to the ground! Here I have Reed

Canary Grass on the left, Bulrush in the centre, and Cattail on the right.
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